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Orlaith Kelly

Joey Phan

Eoin Maher

D&C Solutions, Ireland
Business Analyst, DAERA

Business Support
Content Marketing Associate

ERP
ERP Consultant

My name is Orlaith Kelly and I joined Version 1
Belfast in June 2019. Since then I have been
working as part of an agile scrum team as a
Business Analyst within the DAERA account. I
come from a consulting background and have
worked across a variety of clients, industries
and countries. I'm looking forward to learning
more about Version1 and meeting everyone
selected for this opportunity.
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I joined Version 1, Edinburgh after graduating in
Business with Marketing Management in July
2019. During my degree, I undertook a 1 year
marketing placement at Newcastle Int Airport
and a 3 month marketing internship at The
Escape Key, a live escape experience provider.
I’m currently part of the marketing team,
creating inbound content across Cloud, Digital,
ERP, Innovation & Customer Success to drive
brand awareness & lead generation. Since joining
I have worked on a variety of initiatives, from
launching Version 1's Medium blog, helping with
customer facing events such as our Oracle
Applications Day, developing the
#StartsWithaName campaign content and
creating graphic design for our digital and social
channels.

I began my career with Version 1 in September
2016 after graduating with a degree in Business
Information Systems from NUI Galway. As a
graduate, I joined the ERP Managed Services
team in Dublin and worked there for 1 year
before taking a Career Break for 15 months to go
on a Graduate Visa to Austin, Texas.
In January 2019 I returned to Version 1 and rejoined the ERP Managed Services team but over
the course of the year have also gained
experience working on ERP Projects such as the
Clifford Chance Project and also had the
opportunity to work with the Innovation Team.
I am eager and excited about the year ahead with
the 2020 Shadow Board.

Aoife O’Sullivan

Dana Law

Catie Corrigan

D&C Solutions, UK
UX Consultant, Cafcass

D&C Solutions, Ireland
Associate Consultant

Business Support
Associate Consultant

I am currently working as a UX consultant on the
Cafcass project, based in Fleet House in London.
At university, I studied psychology at
undergraduate level before completing a Masters
in Advertising. I undertook a conversion course in
computer science from 2017-2018 before joining
Version 1 in January 2019. Prior to my role in the
UK, I was based in Strand House in Dublin and
working as part of the Department of Transport
team in a technical support and Java
development role.
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My name is Dana Law and I’m originally from Los
Angeles (don’t worry, I don’t miss the sunshine). I
moved to Berlin to study Philosophy, then to
Ireland for my master’s in Philosophy and
Literature at UCD, then obtained a master’s in
Interaction Design (UX) at DIT. I started with
Version 1’s Accelerate program in April 2018 as a
UX designer / business analyst and became a
software developer in the Oireachtas shortly
after. I’m currently a software developer for the
Content Management team in Revenue, mainly
for the Revenue.ie project. I’m also the health &
wellbeing champion and the buzz manager – the
V1 karaoke night videos speak for themselves.

I'm an Associate Consultant on the Business
Systems team based in Dublin. My role includes
internal support for Atlas and updates, changes,
and upkeep of our CRM system. I joined Version
1 in 2018 after completing a Master's in Risk
Management from the University of Limerick. I
completed my Bachelor's in Mathematics with a
Minor in Computer Science at Saint Michael's
College in Vermont, USA.

Emer Fogarty
Business Support
Learning & Development Analyst
My name is Emer Fogarty. My curiosity for people and human
behaviour led me to study Psychology in NUI Galway which further
led me to pursuing a career in People Success. I currently work in
the Organisational Learning and Development team and I’m based
in Dublin. A lot of my work to date has centred around wellbeing
and high performance using psychometric assessments. My
interest in high performance stemmed from my passion for GAA as
I’ve played my whole life. Since it has become part of my identity at
this stage, I must mention I am the current Kildare Rose and
featured in the Rose of Tralee back in August. I love Irish music and
a good sing song. When I’m not being stretched in Version 1, I
enjoy encouraging others to stretch themselves as I teach yoga as
part of my own venture called Rise Yoga. I also love reading all
thing’s psychology related as well as running, hiking and travel. I’m
very excited to be part of the shadow board and I’m looking
forward to working with the other board members to collectively
see what we can do to positively impact Version 1 going forward.
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Luke O’Leary
Business Support
Systems Administrator
Born and raised in Cork, my big size worked always in my favour as a
former rugby-pro until I was 21. Apart from rugby, I was always fascinated
by computers and knew that I want to be a professional in IT. When I
wasn’t playing in a match, I would be taking tech equipment apart, curious
about the way they work. I finished my degree in Business Information
Systems in CIT while learning about the world as security in a bar/nightclub.
The moment I got hired in Version 1, I dropped my life in Cork and moved
to Dublin. I have been working in the Business and Technology Services
and have been enhancing my technical skills and advancing as a Level 2
Systems Administrator. I have been given the opportunity to participate
and run projects that are key drivers for my professional development,
such as PMP, decommissioning of VMWARE environment and migration to
AWS. But most importantly, I am lucky to be in the presence of balance of
diversity between personalities, ideas and expertise. My co-workers and I
have managed to foster an environment of inclusion and we’re always
pushing each other to achieve our wellbeing goals as we consider ourselves
Engagement Ambassadors.

Kyle Millington-Evans

Daniel Phelan

Matthew MacFarlane

Finance
Business Partner

D&C Solutions, Ireland
Business Applications Consultant

D&C Solutions, Ireland
Managed Services Consultant

Based in the Dublin Millennium House office, I am
a qualified ACCA accountant and have been the
ERP Finance Business Partner since joining
Version 1 in December 2018. From the small
historic town of Market Drayton in England, I
qualified with a 1:1 degree in Mathematics from
the University of Chester. In December 2016 l
moved to Dublin, Ireland after successfully
completing a 3-month financial work placement
in Kingston, Jamaica. I am an active sportsman
with a strong passion for Arsenal FC (although is
deeply considering my poor life decision with the
disappointing season, perhaps Aston Villa would
have been the better decision after all…)
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I'm Daniel Phelan and I joined Version 1 as part of
the Breaking Grads program back in
July 2015. You might also know my face from the
Supergrads campaign back in 2016! I am
originally from Waterford, where I completed my
undergraduate in Software Systems Development
before moving to Dublin to begin my career with
Version 1. I’ve been part of the Revenue team
ever since where I’ve worked across a number of
internal teams before finding my place in the ITS
Maintenance and Enhancements team where I
am now the Technical Lead on the VAT
eCommerce development.

I joined the Version 1 grad program in 2016 and
have been working in the Dublin office as a Cloud
consultant focusing on AWS and Oracle Cloud.
Projects so far for customers such as Irish Life,
Wood Group, IAG and Pernod Ricard have
involved the design and build of Cloud
infrastructure to host the migration of ERP
applications. Prior to switching fields to IT, I had a
career as an Electronic Engineer in Japan and
Ireland, working in heavy industry on gas and
steam power plant projects.

Lokesh Shanbhag
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Taina Gomes

ERP
Associate Consultant

D&C Solutions, Ireland
Junior Business Analyst

Currently I am working in ERP L1 team for ERP
ticketing / reporting stuff and also as an Associate
Database Administrator in ERP DBA team where I
help multiple Irish and UK customers to
effectively manage and improve their Oracle
systems. I am an IT graduate with PostGraduation in Data Analytics and currently
located in Dublin. Even though my studies look
strong on tech side I strongly believe that proper
management is a key performance indicator for
overall success. I am always eager to learn more
and apply knowledge to identify and improve
business processes. Apart from job, I love
attending events, meetups and summits in my
free time and make new connections to know
what's going around the world.

My name is Taina Gomes, I am from Brazil and I
have been living in Ireland for almost three years. I
began my career working as a C# .Net developer. I
joined Version 1 in 2018 as an Administrative
resource on a fixed term contract on customer site
within a team of circa 30 people. Within 4 months, I
was afforded the opportunity to join the BA Team
by the customer. Since then, I have been working as
a Business Analyst in the area of financial and
portfolio management (property). I am driven by my
intellectual curiosity to find answers and solutions
to complex business questions and problems. On a
daily basis I work with key stakeholders & system
architects to provide our customer with technology
solutions to automate business processes. As I come
from a technology background I have a full
understanding of the impact of changes.
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